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 The pedal is bundled with a 2 3/4" version of the double bass, designed for smacking open licks. Check out a video demo of the
product here: Symphony V - Christmas Creepy Cello Halloween Edit of Symphony V - Christmas Creepy Cello Halloween. It

has some splicing in and a bit of layering which you can see in the video. The chords in the version we did were at 3,4,5,6,7,9,9.
This is a very fun and easy track to play live, and can be performed with a variety of effect. I've been working on this for awhile
now and I've come up with a new style of playing it that you guys may find interesting. There are a few chord sequences that I
used in this video. These are from the Black Sabbath song "Snowblind" from their 1987 album "Heaven And Hell". Please let

me know if you guys find this version interesting or even if you can improve it. Here is the 4:23 of the original song. Check out
the original Black Sabbath Symphony VI from Heaven and Hell here. Thanks a ton, Adam, for taking a moment to upload the
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video of your Symphony V edit that I sent you for your song "Christmas Creepy Cello Halloween." That version was my first
Symphony V rendition. I did a few different interpretations of it and sent them all to you. You obviously made your edits to the

song. I did a lot of tweaking to your 82157476af
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